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Abstract 

In hot & dry climate conditions, the humidity level of the supplied air w.r.t. the conditioned space is 

not sufficient to meet the required human comfort. Such extreme climate, which normally exists for 

about four months in a year affecting major parts of India, overloads the cooling-coil and cause 

sharp decline in the performance of the air-cooled condenser in this weather. It results in excessive 

power consumption by the compressor of the conventional air conditioner. Sometimes even the 

gaseous refrigerant of the compressor does not condense in the air-cooled condenser because the 

outside air temperature is higher than the saturation temperature of refrigerant (corresponding to the 

condenser pressure), which suspends the heat-absorption from the cooling coil. By combining the 

effect of the conventional cooling-coil with the evaporative-cooling total cooling load over the coils 

can be decreased and simultaneously heat-rejection-rate over the condenser can be improved. In this 

article, conventional air conditioner coupled with GLASdek 7090 cooling pads for providing better 

thermal comfort at a minimum operating cost in hot & dry weather is proposed and theoretically 

investigated. This investigation shows that the performance characteristics of the Proposed System 

are significantly enhanced. Maximum 7.39% of energy saving in the month of April and minimum 

5.18% of energy saving in the month of March has been achieved. Effects of optimized Apparatus 

Dew Point (ADP) over energy saving is also presented for this system. The payback period for the 

Proposed System is found to be 3.76 years.   

 

 

Abbreviations  

AC, Air Conditioning; ADP, Apparatus Dew Point; ASHRAE, American Society of Heating, 

Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers; CCC, Conventional Cooling Coil; CFM, Cubic Foot 

Per Minute; CMM, Cubic Meter Per Minute; COP, Coefficient Of Performance; CSE, Centre for 

Science and Environment; DEC, Direct Evaporative Cooling; DPEC, Dew Point Evaporative 

Cooling; EER, Energy Efficiency Ratio; EES, Engineering Equation Solver; ERSH, Effective 

Room Sensible Heat 

HVAC, Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning; IEC, Indirect Evaporative Cooling; IMD, Indian 

Meteorological Department; PUA, Packaged Unit Air Conditioner 
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